ABBREVIATIONS
A
BA
Byz
C
Ch
Cor
Cyc
DA
G
H

Archaic
Bronze Age
Byzantine
Classical
Christian
Corinthian
Cycladic
Dark Age
Geometric
Helladic

HL
IA
M
Med
Myc
N
0
Ott
Pal
R

Hellenistic
Iron Age
Minoan
Mediaeval
Mycenaean
Neolithic
Orientalizing
Ottoman
Palaeolithic
Roman

E
L
M
P
S

early
late
middle
pre- or proto
sub-

In combination:
MBA
middle Bronze Age
ECh
early Christian
etc.

Compass points: N S E W and combinations thereof.
Decoration of potterx:
rf
red figure
bf
black figure
wg
white ground
black glaze
bg

Other:
T
ChT
sj

tomb
chamber tomb
stirrup jar

anc.
mod.

ancient
modern

GREEK PLACE-NAMES
In order to standardize the spelling of site-names in AR. they will usually be transliterated using British Library
conventions as follows:
a/a p/b y/g (yy/ng, yK/nk, y^/nx, yx/nch) S/d e/e (Jz e/e 0/th t/i K/k X/\ u/m (u(3/b, un/b) v/n
(vx/d) LJ\ o/o 7i/p p/r a.cjs x/t v/u or y <|>/ph jjch

\|//ps co/o

A few exceptions to this rule will be made in cases in which anglicized place-names have long been in use (Rhodes,
Corinth, Athens, etc.)
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THE HELLENIC SOCIETY
The Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies was founded in 1879 to advance the study of Greek language, literature,
history and art. It maintains in London, jointly with the Roman Society and in association with the Institute of Classical
Studies of the University of London, a library of some 65,000 volumes and a large collection of slides. Both books and
slides can be sent to members by post. Lecture meetings are held four times a year in London and throughout the academic
year in other parts of the country in collaboration with local branches of the Classical Association. The Society publishes
the Journal of Hellenic Studies, which is recognized as one of the foremost British periodicals in the field of Classical
scholarship, containing articles on a wide range of subjects, and book reviews.
The Journal and Archaeological Reports are sent free to members. For information about the Society and subscription
rates, please write to the Secretary, The Hellenic Society, 31-34 Gordon Square, London WC1H OPP, UK.

THE BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS
The British School at Athens was founded in 1886 to provide facilities for research and travel in Greek lands for British
students of the language, literature, history, religion, art and archaeology of Greece from prehistoric times to the present
day. The School premises in Athens house the Penrose Library and the Finlay Library, which together cover every aspect
of Greek studies, ancient and modern. Accommodation is normally available in the School for admitted Students (senior
scholars, post-doctoral and postgraduate students) and Associate Students (undergraduates and teachers of appropriate
subjects) from mid-October until the end of August. The School also maintains a hostel in Crete at Knossos, which serves
as a base for excavations and for students engaged in research.
The School also accepts holders of studentships and travelling fellowships from all universities of the Commonwealth,
and students of other British Schools and Institutes abroad. A School Studentship is offered every year to a graduate in
Classics or Archaeology from any university of the U.K., Commonwealth and Eire. Other Students are appointed on the
Macmillan-Rodewald and (occasionally) Sachs and Jeffery endowments.
The School has sponsored or undertaken many excavations in Greek lands. The most important since the war have been
conducted at Knossos, Mycenae, Old Smyrna, Lefkandi in Euboea, and on Chios. The results of these excavations are
published in the Annual of the British School of Athens or in its Supplementary Volumes, and full preliminary reports on
them appear in Archaeological Reports. For further information, write to the Secretary, the Briish School at Athens, 31-34
Gordon Square, London WC1H OPY, U.K.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL REPORTS AND THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ARCHAEOLOGY
Archaeological Reports is available to subscribers to the American Journal of Archaeology at a special rate of £8 or US
$16. This is the result of an agreement between the Council of the Hellenic Society and the Managing Committee of the
British School at Athens, and the Governing Body of the Archaeological Institute of America. AR is not normally
obtainable separately on a subscription basis and subscribers to the AJA who wish to take advantage of this arrangement
should write to the Secretary, The Hellenic Society, 31-34 Gordon Square, London WC1H OPP, UK. Back-numbers of
AR are also available.

THE INSTITUTE OF CLASSICAL STUDIES PHOTOGRAPHIC ARCHIVE
The Institute of Classical Studies has an archive of photographs of a large number of the Greek dramatic monuments listed
by Professor T.B.L. Webster in his BICS Supplements on Old and Middle Comedy, New Comedy, and Tragedy and Satyr
Play. The catalogues of the monuments illustrating Old and Middle Comedy and New Comedy have been revised and
considerably enlarged by Professor J.R. Green and Professor Axel Seeberg. Monuments Illustrating Old and Middle Comedy
is available as BICS Suplement 39; Monuments Illustrating New Comedy (Suplement 50) is in preparation.
ISSN 0570-6084
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